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1. For citing.

 

Happiness is the anticipation of execution of the cherished desire, which ends with
fulfillment.

Laughter is the reverse side of crying because tears is not enough on all.

Our expectations too often come to the end unexpectedly.

The person undertook because of the emergence awareness of itself, having been earlier as
the irresponsible ape.

Any person takes offense most of all at fair sneers over him.

Questions are not asked by those who has understood the meaninglessness of this.

Look forward and look back because at first hope, and then upset.

Heights are afraid because it offensively reveals the insignificance of any person.

Simplicity becomes the great if it is clear to everyone.

The most important thing in a person is the ability to aim: everything else lives aimlessly.

Known aspirations lead unknown where.

Do not blame the one who pushed you for falling. Perhaps he wanted, as better.

Helplessness of a sleeper demands a separate room.

Sleep is a scroll of situations without consequences for an organism.

The past is a deep lake of memory, in which the present is forced to flounder.

The future always threatens with uncertainty.

The truth bares not beauty, but an unassuming frame.

The mind is always afraid of desires because of their spontaneity.

The magic of "tomorrow" consists in the deceptive perspective of the fact that our hidden
and unfulfilled desires will become true.

The presence of knowledge does not allow to understand completely anything.

Alive beats non-living by the ability to the consumption of sensations.
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When a person is busy with himself, he has no time to think about himself.

History of mankind differs from history of the person only in bigger duration.

The conversation with oneself is characterized by the most correctly posed questions.

People are permitted in the world not to manage it, but only to engage by economic and own
development in it.

Truth – like a bird – into the hand doesn't sit down.

True love extremely negatively effects on birth rate.

The weapon puts a man in an unnatural position.

Monks, trying to leave from the world, are similar to actors behind the scenes.

Acquisition of wellbeing is loss of time.

Wealth takes away more than it gives.

Willingness to do good is not enough – one must still have the willingness to accept the
spitting for what has been done.

The law can always be put on tote.

Life, providing everybody only good, distributes it so that the benefit for one turns into the
evil for another.

If a person tries to live according to the best in him, then this does not agree with his other
efforts – to live better.

Mind always concedes way to feelings.

Heavy suffering is happened, generally owing to the transferred pleasures.

The person becomes mediocrity exclusively independently.

Fear appears from uncertainty of the future, competing with hope.

Delicacies get into a mouth first of all to the indelicate people.

Purification is merely a reduction of pollution to an acceptable level.

Great deeds result from the delusions commensurate to them.

The hardest thing – to be in sight such, what thou really are.

The misery of our life provides a forward movement.
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Violence comes from powerlessness of a reason.

The lifetime is determined not by years, but by the density of events.

If thou, lagging behind in many respects, though in something one much more thou surpasses
others – rejoice: after death thou are recognized as the genius.

Weakness and disproportionate desires is the basis of flattery.

Intentions define a person more than anything.

Each person tries to deceive first of all himself.

Desire to be pleasant is absent only by the anxious people.

It is possible to leave the clothes, and for hope of the cloakroom attendant isn't.

Corrects only own desire to correct.

Honesty is checked outside of a zone of visibility.

Without ambition thou won't find decent personal equipment.

Talent is like a reward – it must be earned.

If you want to get satisfaction, do, but don't stand nearby.

Frivolity is not an enemy, but a random fellow traveler.

Obstinacy is misconception of will.

New thoughts come to mind not to millions, but units because to millions there is no deed
to them.

Big money always demands still big.

Power, like a drug, creates only illusions for its owner.

Wisdom contradicts rationality and common sense, but isn't able to overcome them.

A stupid understands too much about himself and does not want more, but a full blockhead
exposes his stupidity for show.

To demand respect for itself means to parade own nonsense.

Poverty humiliates both clever, and silly because they have to beg.

Recklessness – the only reliable source new.
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Mental equilibrium arises from the realization of the usefulness of one's own existence.

People are similar in commission of the same nonsenses, differing only quantitatively.

Truly the humane is manifested in bestowal.

The person differs in what is capable not to submit to anybody.

People beware liberty, being afraid to break under the weight of responsibility.

If a person discovers the true meaning of life, he will not believe in it.

Changing the beliefs are hard the same as to a fly to get out of honey.

Beauty in the world is given to us in consolation.

Pleasant life doesn't cost humiliations.

Rudeness and boorishness are the brightest folk signs.

Sluggishness helps tailors and surgeons to cut correctly.

Phone is good the fact that it allows to evade from a conversation.

People are needed no in prisons, but clinics.

Bravery wakes up even at the coward from hopelessness.

It is necessary to leave in time to stay in the hearts.

Wisdom cannot be learned.

As long as some humiliated, others are understated.

Professionalism is pretty monotonous.

The flatten feet – the fruit of tactfulness.

The good, like air, is not noted.

Pretending protects better than cowardice.

Reticence is useless in the dark and in dispute.

With age, the world fits into the size of own bed.

Long-livers prefer wine to medicines.
Contemptuous silence strikes more than a square swearing.
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To us, as well as to the savages, even such trifles as badges and medals, are pleasant.

Fashion is a immediate expression of mediocrity.

Any performed doesn't reach perfection.

Society is the island of stability which is slowly sinking in circulation of life.

The key for happiness too jams at rotation.
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2. For updating of contents of a head.

 

A good person in our times would be necessary to shoot out of pity.

Over time and Bolsheviks became into bourgeois.

Vodka standing in the refrigerator without specific use undoubtedly testifies to family
wellbeing.

Enthusiasm, openness and affectionate treatment are the invariable features of all scammers
and scoundrels.

Prolonged reflections sometimes lead to the use, but always – to loss of potency.

A tongue, able to spew all sorts of abominations, was originally only a valuable tool for
absorption of food.

Politeness, characteristic of well-bred people, invariably provokes sneers of the
overwhelming majority.

It is peculiar for a person to transfuse from empty into unladen, apparently, because he
consists of water almost one hundred percent.

The degree of the development of civilization can be identified by growth in the number
aborigines stealing without fear.

Death always brings the basis for a new life, at least, making fertilizer.

Athletes, security forces and officials is nothing real except the feces do not produce.

Do not try to spat on the neighbor properly, until thou haven't gathered enough saliva in
mouth.

To resist the temptation, it is safer to sit down.

If everything, what is, hand out? – it is necessary for a very long time to look for these
persons?!

Do you want to admire on yourself in development? Go to the zoo!

Only thirst never deceives.

Straightforwardness and openness are very bad for brain crinkles.

Wrinkles somewhat restrain physiognomies from spreading.

It's good when isn't worse yet, and it is bad when worse nowhere.
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Personality is distinguished now by the presence of the personal accounts.

It is the most pleasant to die of laughter on the woman.

Any bullshit dreams before squabbles and troubles.

Inattention pleasantly excludes from consideration of garbage dumps and jackasses.

Democracy is effective only for rogues from the people.

Will is necessary in order that all life to be engaged in senseless business.

Bad habits only help to realize own imperfection.

Old age is characterized by the unreliability of the preserved organics.

Inequality drives the minds to seditious thought about the possibility of equality.

Smartasses at all diligence don't rise over mediocrity level.

Most of all troubles thou causes self to himself.

The service forces to obey the orders even of complete fools.

Absurdity arose from the frequent unsatisfactory by the common sense.

Wisdom is always found on boondocks.

Private aspirations are questioned only before death.

Capitalism and socialism are invariable competitors in the deception of the working people.

Losing the goal certainly adds to the congregation of idiots.

The consent differs indiscretions concerning unanimity.

Doubt means resistance to imposed certainty.

Sleeping person so reminds a corpse, that is possible to be mistaken.

Fear delineates the circle of the protecting accustomed.

Talent is rarely in the status of the necessary.

In infinity everything is being lost, but in finiteness everything is being found.

Completeness strongly teases only at vibration.
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The real subject differs from the object by his exceptional insolence.

If to recognize that elite – the best of people, then it is necessary to agree that foam – the
best part of soup.

The state always resists to us because there are no other people for it.

The rich are capable to share with the poor only by bad diseases.

The genius differs from others in that he goes crazy with great success.

The work is similar to digging of a grave, and the labor – to its landfilling.

Assignment of the award means nailing of the laureate to the coveted pillar.

Everything rises in price, but doesn't become cheaper because the ascent is better than the fall.

Surprise differs from indignation of the fact what a surprised person didn't manage to
understand yet that he had been deceived.

The principal difficulty of mankind consists in absence of understanding of that, for what it
is necessary generally.

Permanently happy is only an idiot slobbering.

People are inclined to theft because the abiding irritation by another property can be appeased
only by transfer it into own asset.

The person always wants everything were better for him, than what he yet has, without special
bases.

The foundation to the correct policy of downsizing was "Procrustean bed"?

The person exists for misconceptions, and the attempts the exiting from them.

It is necessary to work because otherwise it is impossible have a rest!

It is impossible to live without wars because is impossible to live without neighbors.

The good without evil is not exist because everyone bears malice, that outside goods do not
belong to him.

Silence is more considerable than a word just how the fish is more considerable than the
fisher.

Harm is good by aversion in relation to benefit.

The embarrassment is manifested on the threshold of sincerity.
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Money is not evil. They are the equivalent of goods.

An agnostic differs in what carries the idea of God in the bosom, without letting out it outside.
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